2–7 June 2020
Book online:
cheltenhamfestivals.com/
scienceforschools

PRIMARY

SCHOOLS

Planner
10am

11am

12pm

1pm

2pm

4.30–6pm

TUESDAY
Town Hall,
Main Stage
The Crucible
Helix Theatre
Artemis
GE Pavilion

SS05 Incredibly
Implausible Insects
SS04 Brain-Fizzing
Facts
SW01 Adventures
In Cyberland
SW05 Saving
Humpty Dumpty
GE01

SW02 Adventures
In Cyberland
SW06 Saving
Humpty Dumpty
GE02

EDF Energy Zone EDF01

SW03 Adventures
In Cyberland
SW07 Saving
Humpty Dumpty

GE03

EDF02

SW04 Adventures
In Cyberland
SW08 Saving
Humpty Dumpty

GE04

GE05

EDF03

EDF04

Discover Zone

DZ01

DZ02

DZ03

DZ04

DZ05

MakerShack

MS01

MS02

MS03

MS04

MS05

Cyber Zone

CZ01

CZ02

CZ03

CZ04

CZ05

Welcome

WEDNESDAY
The Crucible

SS01 The Kitchen
Science Cookbook

SS02 A Weird And
Wonderful World

Discover Zone

DZ06

DZ07

DZ08

DZ09

DZ10

MakerShack

MS06

MS07

MS08

MS09

MS10

THURSDAY
Town Hall,
Main Stage
The Crucible
Town Hall,
Pillar Room

SS07 The Science
Of Harry Potter
SS06 Maths
Mayhem
MP01 It’s Only
Water… Or Is It?

SW09 A Sea Of
Plastic
SW13 The Power
Of Wind

SS03 A Spectacle
Of Light
SW10 A Sea Of
Plastic
SW14 The Power
Of Wind

GE11

GE12

Helix Theatre
The Cube
Artemis
GE Pavilion

SS09 Weirdology
SS08 Snowballs In
Space
MP02 It’s Only
Water… Or Is It?

EDF Energy Zone EDF09

SW11 A Sea Of
Plastic
SW15 The Power
Of Wind

GE13

EDF10

SW12 A Sea Of
Plastic
SW16 The Power
Of Wind

GE14

SS12 CPD: Engaging

EDF11

A word from our
In Association Partner

Discover exciting new areas of science
as we explore the role we play in our
ecosystems, peek into the futures of
food, energy and plastic, celebrate the
wonders of water and so much more.
Enjoy spectacular shows, get handson in our class-size workshops and
explore our interactive zones including
the Discover Zone, MakerShack and
Cyber Zone.

EDF Energy is delighted to be
partnering with Cheltenham Science
Festival, and to continue supporting
the Science for Schools programme.

Whether you are bringing a few
pupils or a whole year group, there is
something for everyone.

EDF12

Discover Zone

DZ11

DZ12

DZ13

DZ14

DZ15

MakerShack

MS11

MP01 Mini Makers

MS13

MP02 Mini Makers

MS15

We look forward to seeing you in June!

Cyber Zone

CZ11

CZ12

CZ13

CZ14

CZ15

Elspeth Kenny
Education Manager

FRIDAY
Town Hall,
Main Stage
Town Hall,
Pillar Room
The Cube
Artemis
GE Pavilion

SS10 Dr. Nate’s
Travelling Rainbow
Show
SW25 Row Like
A Pro
SW17 EcoInvestigators
SW21 Comet
Creations

SW26 Row Like
A Pro
SW18 EcoInvestigators
SW22 Comet
Creations

SW27 Row Like
A Pro
SW19 EcoInvestigators
SW23 Comet
Creations

GE16

Discover Zone

DZ16

DZ17

DZ18

MakerShack

MS16

MS17

MS18

Cyber Zone

CZ16
10am

KS1 Show

KS2 Show

11am

KS2 Workshop

12pm

Matt Sykes
Managing Director - Generation,
EDF Energy

Sam Humble
Schools and Family Programme
Manager
SW20 EcoInvestigators
SW24 Comet
Creations

GE19

GE20

EDF15

EDF16

Be The Change

DZ20
MS19

MS20

CZ19

CZ20

1pm

2pm

Free Bookable Activity

We are passionate about engaging
young minds with science through
this extensive programme and
Cheltenham Festivals’ ambitious
year-round activities for schools.
We hope that inspiring as many
children and young people as
possible will lead to many brilliant
future careers in STEM.

Education Programme Partners

SS11 Plastic
Fantastic

EDF Energy Zone EDF13
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A warm welcome to Science for
Schools 2020. We have planned
four action-packed days for primary
schools, which promise to excite and
inspire in equal measure.

Demonstrations

GE15

‘I have had the best day ever!’ Pupil

CPD

4.30–6pm

Cheltenham Science Festival’s theme in
2020 is ‘Be The Change’. Look out for
this badge for related events.
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Free Bookable Activities

Free Bookable Activities

‘A really great opportunity to meet inspiring people involved in
science. It is fantastic for children to talk directly to scientists who
love what they are doing.’ Teacher
For each paid event you can book a session in one of our dedicated interactive
zones. Please note these are only available in conjunction with a paid event and are
subject to availability.

MakerShack
One-hour slots available every day.
Join our celebration of materials and making! Get
stuck in and code a robot, try out a virtual reality
headset, squidge curious stuff and make new
materials. Investigate traditional and futuristic
technology with makers, crafters, scientists and
engineers and use your imagination and crafting
skills to invent your own creations.

Discover Zone

NEW AND
IMPROVED

One-hour slots available every day.
Brilliant science and hands-on fun wait
for you in our Discover Zone. How does the
world work? What are the big developments that
will change the planet? Step into this world of
interactive science to ﬁnd out about the latest
cutting-edge research and technology, test your
skills and learn more about STEM careers, with
scientists and engineers on hand to answer any
of your questions.

Cyber Zone
One-hour slots available every day. YRS 5-6.
Grab your chance to get up close with incredible
technology in our interactive Cyber Zone. From
cyber security to cracking puzzles, leave no stone
unturned on your quest to learn more about
everything digital. Tackle fun challenges or join
cyber experts and technologists to learn more
about some of the amazing careers on offer.

BACK BY
POPULAR
DEMAND

Free Drop-in Activities
Hartpury Science Hub
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EDF Energy Zone

GE Pavilion

For groups of up to 35 pupils.
One-hour slots available every day. YRS 5-6.

For groups of up to 35 pupils.
One-hour slots available every day. YRS 3-6.

Explore renewable, low carbon and nuclear energy
with practical activities. Join the EDF team for an
electric adventure as you ﬁnd out more about electric
vehicles. Discover how you can make a difference and
tell us how you are going to ‘be the change’.

From aeroplanes and wind turbines to MRI machines
– how is technology changing the world? Join GE
experts for an exciting journey through engineering
and science, with interactive exhibits, activities and
challenges. Can you solve the puzzle with the clues you
collect along the way?

Drop into the Hartpury Science Hub to ﬁnd out
more about the science of sport, exercise, equine
performance, animal welfare and agriculture. Take
part in exciting experiments and other intriguing
activities as you explore pioneering research with
the Hartpury team.

The Woodland
Trust

DROP IN
AT A TIME
WHICH
SUITS YOUR
GROUP

Learn more about how woods and trees beneﬁt
the environment around us with some hands-on
activities and fun from the people behind Nature
Detectives, and look out for the Listening Tree!

The Chatterbox

Science Trail

Pop into The Chatterbox tent to learn more about
the wonderful world in which we live and join in with
interactive activities for all ages.

Collect your trail activity sheet from our stand on
site and follow this year’s Science Trail around the
Festival Village in Imperial Gardens. It’s the perfect
activity to engage pupils in the world of STEM whilst
exploring all that the site has to offer.
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KS1 Events

WEDNESDAY 3 JUNE
YRS 1–2
10–11am

SS01

KS1 Events
YRS 1–2
11am–12pm

THURSDAY 4 JUNE
SS03

The Kitchen Science
Cookbook

A Spectacle
Of Light

The Crucible
£5.50 per pupil

Helix Theatre
£5.50 per pupil

Hold on to your chef’s hat as you join nanotechnologist
Michelle Dickinson on a whistle-stop tour through a
scientist’s kitchen. From sticky ice and raising raisins, to
balloon science and scrumptious slime, Michelle uses
simple recipes to show that you don’t have to be in a
lab to create mind-bending experiments.

In this explosive show exploring all things
bright, light and colourful, join chemists Nate
Adams and Mel Hannah as they investigate the
dazzling beauty of the world around us. Find out
what rainbows are made of, why bubbles are so
mesmerizing and how to change the colour
of ﬁre.

cosmicshambles.com / @medickinson

drnateadams.com / @nateadams

KS1 Mini Packages
THURSDAY 4 JUNE 2020
£5.50 per pupil. YRS 1-2
A KS1 Mini Package includes a fabulous show
and an opportunity to get creative and do
hands-on activities in our Mini Makers space.
MP01 – Package 1
10–11am
It’s Only Water… Or Is It?
11am–12pm Mini Makers
MP02 – Package 2
12–1pm
It’s Only Water… Or Is It?
1–2pm
Mini Makers

It’s Only Water…
Or Is It?
Town Hall, Pillar Room
Only available as part of a Mini Package.

YRS 1–2
12–1pm

SS02 Biologist and broadcaster Lizzie Daly takes you along

A Weird And
Wonderful World
The Crucible
£5.50 per pupil
6

on one of her adventures as she embarks on a mission
to uncover the most exciting examples of Earth’s
weird and wonderful wildlife. Travelling through icy
landscapes, gloomy caves, busy rainforests and deep
oceans, meet bizarre animals and get up close to some
of the world’s most iconic creatures.
@LizzieRDaly

Mini Makers
Squish, squash and squeeze different materials
to learn more about them. Enjoy our dedicated
KS1 Mini Makers slots in the MakerShack
to explore and experiment with all sorts of
exciting stuff.

Water can do all sorts of wonderful things;
from dissolving and squashing, to freezing and
evaporating. Our friends from Science Made
Simple will be your guides as you dive into the
amazing properties of this life-giving liquid. With
fun demonstrations and explosive experiments,
you’ll never look at water in the same way again!
sciencemadesimple.co.uk / @scimadesimple
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KS2 Events

TUESDAY 2 JUNE

KS2 Events

TUESDAY 2 JUNE
YRS 3–6
12.30–1.30pm

SS05

Incredibly
Implausible
Insects
Town Hall, Main Stage
£5.50 per pupil

YRS 3–6
10–11am

SS04

Brain-Fizzing Facts
The Crucible
£5.50 per pupil
Why is your elbow called your ‘funny bone’? How
could you escape the grip of a crocodile’s jaw?
Which animal can breathe through its bottom? And
how do you block a tickle? Join TV science expert
Emily Grossman to uncover amazing science truths
and mind-exploding questions you never thought
of asking. This show will leave your eyebrows raised
and your jaw dropped!
emilygrossman.co.uk / @DrEmilyGrossman

YRS 5–6
SW01 10–11am
SW02 11.15am–12.15pm
SW03 12.45–1.45pm
SW04 2–3pm

Workshop:
Adventures In
Cyberland
Helix Theatre
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.
Cyber technology goes far beyond just your
standard desktop! The Lockheed Martin team
helps you discover how science, technology,
engineering, arts and maths all play their part in
computer science. Solve fun challenges, decode
hidden messages and computer signals, learn
to write basic software and gather information
through logical reasoning.

YRS 3–6
SW05 10–11am
SW06 11.15am–12.15pm
SW07 12.45–1.45pm
SW08 2–3pm

Workshop:
Saving Humpty
Dumpty

Did you know that almost 90% of life forms on
Earth are insects? They are the most diverse – and
ridiculous – of all Earth’s creatures, capable of
singing, signing, dancing, destroying and more.
They pollinate our planet and even clean up
our mess. In this entomological whistle-stop
tour, zoology correspondent and author Jules
Howard explores what makes insects so endlessly
interesting to scientists.
juleshoward.co.uk / @juleslhoward

Artemis
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.
Become a materials scientist for an hour by
creating and testing a crash helmet… for an egg!
Dive head-ﬁrst into the world of crash helmet
design with the Henry Royce Institute as you
learn the science behind the materials and
engineering of protective headgear, and work in
a team to create your own device to keep your
egg intact.
royce.ac.uk/outreach / @royceinstitute

lockheedmartin.com / @LockheedMartin

DON’T
MISS OUR
CPD EVENT
SEE PAGE 15
FOR DETAILS
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KS2 Events

THURSDAY 4 JUNE

KS2 Events

YRS 3–6
SW09 10–11am
SW10 11.15am–12.15pm
SW11 12.45–1.45pm
SW12 2–3pm

YRS 3–6
SW13 10–11am
SW14 11.15am–12.15pm
SW15 12.45–1.45pm
SW16 2–3pm

Workshop:
A Sea Of Plastic

Workshop:
The Power Of
Wind

The Cube
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.
Unless you’ve been hiding under a single-use
bottle for the past year, you’ll know that our use
of plastic is a BIG issue. Marine biologist Russell
Arnott will lead a session of fun, hands-on
experiments that introduce you to the problems
around ocean plastic, before empowering you
with simple take-home solutions that can make a
real difference in saving the planet.
incredibleoceans.org / @Russell_Arnott

THURSDAY 4 JUNE

Artemis
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.

YRS 5–6
10–11am

SS06

Maths Mayhem
The Crucible
£5.50 per pupil
Do you know how you can count to inﬁnity using
rice and a chess board? Mathematician Kyle
Evans doesn’t just have a talent for crunching
numbers, he is also a musician! Sharing his love
of maths with you, he’ll explore some truly
curious mathematical problems, teach you about
Fibonacci through song and give tips on how to
win the paper folding world championships!
kyledevans.com / @kyledevans

Wind has been used to power machines for
centuries. Today, wind power even generates
electricity across the world. But have you ever
wondered how wind turbines work? How will the
number, shape and angle of their blades inﬂuence
the turbines and how can we make them more
efficient? Design and create your own wind turbine
and test how much energy your model produces.
stemworks.co.uk / @stemworksuk

YRS 3–6
11am–12pm

SS07

The Science Of
Harry Potter
Town Hall, Main Stage
£5.50 per pupil
Will we ever see an invisibility cloak?
And will muggle scientists ever be able
to let things ﬂoat just like ‘Wingardium
Leviosa’? Find out about the scientiﬁc
principles behind some of ﬁction’s best
known characters, spells, objects and
even games like Quidditch and Wizard’s
Chess, as educational entertainer Jon
Chase takes you on a bewitching journey
through the magical world of Harry Potter.
rapscience.co.uk / @oortkuiper
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KS2 Events

THURSDAY 4 JUNE
YRS 3–6
12–1pm

KS2 Events

FRIDAY 5 JUNE

SS08

Snowballs In
Space
The Crucible
£5.50 per pupil
Join astronomers Affelia Wibisono and Choong
Ling Liew-Cain on a journey back in time to learn
how the smallest components of the Solar System
became the building blocks of the planets we
know today. Explore our cosmic neighbourhood
ﬁlled with icy comets and discover how scientists
will soon attempt to ‘catch’ one!

YRS 3–6
SW17 10–11am
SW18 11.15am–12.15pm
SW19 12.45–1.45pm
SW20 2–3pm

@AffeliaW / @ChoongLingAstro
@MSSLSpaceLab

Workshop:
Eco-Investigators
The Cube
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.

YRS 3–6
10–11am

SS10

Dr. Nate’s
Travelling
Rainbow Show

Our planet is changing. Our snake, lizard and tarantula
friends from Zoolab can tell you all about that… From
climate change to renewable energy and the simple
ways in which you can help, our critters will make you
understand how your personal choices can protect
habitats and people all over the world. Get inspired to
‘be the change’!
zoolabuk.com

Town Hall, Main Stage
£5.50 per pupil

YRS 3–6
1–2pm

Weirdology
Town Hall, Main Stage
£5.50 per pupil

12

SS09

Join TV Gastronaut Stefan Gates as he presents
an explosive – and often thoroughly disgusting
– stage show. He’ll unpick the weird science
behind our everyday lives and tell you everything
you ever (or never?) wanted to know about fart
acoustics, food hacking, edible rockets and
motorbike explosions. Prepare to be disgusted
and amazed in equal measure!

Go on a tour of all things bright and
colourful. In this kaleidoscope of a show,
Nate Adams and Mel Hannah investigate
how plants convert light into the food that
helps them grow. Discover how to get
hands-on with light, use the word ‘wavicle’ in
everyday conversation, create giant bubbles,
take infrared #scienceselﬁes and be amazed
at Nate’s famous Flamebow.

thegastronaut.com / @stefangates

drnateadams.com / @nateadams
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KS2 Events

FRIDAY 5 JUNE

YRS 3–6
12.30–1.30pm

Town Hall, Main Stage
£5.50 per pupil
What can have any shape, colour or use
imaginable and will last 500 years? Plastic! Despite
the damage plastic does to the environment,
demand has never been higher. Join materials
scientist Jamie Gallagher as he uncovers the
amazing properties that led to the plastic boom
and how to tackle the plastic problem effectively.

YRS 3–6
SW21 10–11am
SW22 11.15am–12.15pm
SW23 12.45–1.45pm
SW24 2–3pm

CPD

FRIDAY 5 JUNE

THURSDAY 4 JUNE

SS11

Plastic Fantastic

@JamieBGall

KS2 Events

YRS 3–6
SW25 10–11am
SW26 11.15am–12.15pm
SW27 12.45–1.45pm

4.30–6pm

Engaging
Demonstrations For
Primary Science

Workshop:
Row Like A Pro

Artemis
£25 per teacher Including refreshments.

Town Hall, Pillar Room
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.
With the Tokyo Olympic Games fast approaching,
join sport scientists and rowers from Hartpury
University and College to delve deep into the
science of rowing. See what it takes to be an
Olympic rower and challenge yourself to see how
you compare to the best rowers in the world.
hartpury.ac.uk / @Hartpury

Did you know that comets are leftovers from the
formation of our solar system over 4.6 billion
years ago? Join the Creative-Space team as
they introduce you to the fascinating history and
science behind these ‘icy black boulders’ from
the far reaches of space, crammed with scientiﬁc
potential. Discover the sights, smells and sounds
of these sizzling objects as you create your very
own comet here on Earth.
creative-space.org.uk
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No booking fee.

Join Science Oxford as they bring along some
quick and easy demonstrations that you can
use to engage children with science, encourage
discussion and develop thinking skills. This
twilight CPD training will equip you with a range
of easy-to-resource ideas linked to the primary
science curriculum which can be used to trigger
practical investigations, challenge scientiﬁc
understanding and stimulate questions.
Following this CPD session, between 6-7pm
feel free to explore our interactive zones at your
leisure, and ﬁnd out about opportunities for
working with industries in the classroom.

Workshop:
Comet Creations
Artemis
£6.50 per pupil For groups of 30–35 pupils.

SS12

scienceoxford.com / @scienceoxford

Discover
Our Family
Programme

2–7 June 2020

Box Office 01242
cheltenhamfestiv850270
als.com
#cheltscifest

FAMILY
EVENTS
INSIDE

With dozens of events,
shows and workshops.
Announced on
cheltenhamfestivals.com/science
/ i
on Friday 3 April.
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How To Book
How do I book tickets?
Go to cheltenhamfestivals.com/scienceforschools and complete the booking form.
Booking opens at 8am on Tuesday 4 February 2020.
Please be aware there will be a £5 booking fee applied to each order.

Is there a bookable lunch space?
We are able to offer a 30 minute lunch slot in the covered picnic area in the Festival Village
for a limited number of pupils. Please request a reservation on your booking form and we
will accommodate as many groups as we can.

What happens next?
1. We will review your booking form and will be in touch to discuss alternative options if any
of your choices are unavailable.
2. You will receive a formal booking conﬁrmation via email.
3. Please notify us of changes to your numbers as a result of ﬂuctuations in class size by
Tuesday 21 April and we will do our best to accommodate these changes.
4. Your school ﬁnance office will receive an invoice by Friday 8 May. It is important that this
invoice is paid before you attend the Festival.
5. You will receive a ticket document, a site map and an information document with
important details about your visit. Please ensure that every accompanying adult has a
copy of these documents when attending.

How do we get to the Festival?
For full details about arriving, parking, getting to venues and more, go to
cheltenhamfestivals.com/planning-your-visit where you will also ﬁnd our cancellation
policy and advice for preparing a risk assessment.

Science for Schools Contacts

Prices

If you would like to contact a member of
the Education Team, call or email us at:
education@cheltenhamfestivals.com

Show

£5.50 per pupil

Workshop

£6.50 per pupil

Rose Wood

01242 537 268

KS1 Mini Package

£5.50 per pupil

Elspeth Kenny

01242 537 250

Teacher CPD

£25 per teacher

A £5 booking fee will be added to the total
cost of your order. Tickets for teachers and
other adults accompanying school groups
are free.

‘Very well organised and
plenty of smiling faces to
guide us during the day.’
Teacher

The following zones are free in
conjunction with a show/workshop,
subject to availability: Discover Zone,
MakerShack, Cyber Zone, EDF Energy
Zone, GE Pavilion.

Charity No. 251765
Illustration by Anuska Allepuz

